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	Web Development Recipes, 9781934356838 (1934356832), Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		It’s no longer enough to know how to wrangle HTML, CSS, and a bit of Java-
	
		Script. Today’s web developer needs to know how to write testable code, build
	
		interactive interfaces, integrate with other services, and sometimes even do
	
		some server configuration, or at least a little bit of backend work. This book
	
		is a collection of more than forty practical recipes that range from clever CSS
	
		tricks that will make your clients happy to server-side configurations that
	
		will make life easier for you and your users. You’ll find a mix of tried-and-true
	
		techniques and cutting-edge solutions, all aimed at helping you truly discover
	
		the best tools for the job.
	


	
		Who’s This Book For?
	


	
		If you make things on the Web, this book is for you. If you’re a web designer
	
		or frontend developer who’s looking to expand into other areas of web development,
	
		you’ll get a chance to play with some new libraries and workflows
	
		that will help you be more productive, and you’ll get exposed to a little bit of
	
		that server-side stuff along the way.
	


	
		If you’ve been spending a lot of time on the backend and you need to get up
	
		to speed on some frontend techniques, you’ll find some good recipes here as
	
		well, especially the sections on workflow and testing.
	


	
		One last thing—a lot of these recipes assume you’ve had a little experience
	
		writing client-side code with JavaScript and jQuery. If you don’t think you
	
		have that experience, read through the recipes anyway and pick apart the
	
		provided source code. Consider the more advanced recipes as a challenge.
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WordPress All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	WordPress is the most popular blogging software on the planet.
	Between the hosted service at WordPress.com and the self-hosted
	software available at WordPress.org, millions of bloggers use WordPress
	today! That’s impressive. And with WordPress, you can truly tailor a blog to
	your own tastes and needs.


	With no cost for...


		

Truth, Lies, and Online Dating: Secrets to Finding Romance on the InternetCourse Technology PTR, 2005

	We are all very savvy, grownup people who have embraced the online world as the best place to meet someone. But underneath our savvy exteriors, we’re all little babies when we gethurt.


	When it comes to love and relationships, we’ve learned the lesson of touching the hot stove. Burned once, or lots more than once, we are...


		

Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 1999

	Advanced RenderMan: Creating CGI for Motion Pictures is precisely what you and other RenderMan users are dying for. Written by the world's foremost RenderMan experts, it offers thoroughly updated coverage of the standard while moving beyond the scope of the original RenderMan Companion to provide in-depth information on...





	

Obesity And Binge Eating Disorder (Bibliotheca Psychiatrica)Karger, 2005

	Overweight and obesity have quite recently become a major problem affectingmany countries worldwide. Obviously, both environmental and genetic This publication gives a comprehensive overview on the current knowledge ofthe pathophysiological mechanisms in the regulation of hunger and satiety. An insight into the important facets of...


		

Prepare to Sell Your Company: A Guide to Planning and Implementing a Successful Exit (How to Books)How to Books, 2010

	Selling your company is a trying time, similar to selling your house. For those unfamiliar with this process, the challenging thoughts will be: 'How do I start?'; 'Who can help me?'; 'How much can I get for the business?'; 'Who is most likely to buy it, and where do I find them?'; 'When should I do it?'...


		

Set Your Voice FreeLittle, Brown and Company, 1999

	Roger Love, vocal coach of the Beach Boys, the Jacksons, Chicago, and Hanson, among many other singing superstars, and voice coach to celebrity speakers such as John Gray, Dr. Laura Schlessinger, and Anthony Robbins, reveals in this book and CD package the secrets to getting the singing or speaking voice you want. Now you can love the sound...
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